
UH[u]AH!
From Unconventional Households to Unconventional Affordable Housing
[ATTN: interested students should contact me also directly, via email, to arrange a meeting]

0. UNCONVENTIONAL
/ʌnkənˈvɛnʃ(ə)n(ə)l/

adjective
“Not conventional: not bound by or in accordance with convention: being out
of the ordinary.” [from the online Merriam-Webster Dictionary]

Working Definition
By “unconventional” we mean above all:
- the non-equivalence between the idea(s) of the family (from biological to logical) and the type
of housing (this calls into question the “form” of the family with its housing needs and,
consequently, the form of housing).
- the presence - among households - of different (social and cultural) profiles
(therefore, not cases in which there is in fact a homogeneity of social and cultural profiles as,
for example, in most cohousing, but also in the case of “homes for the elderly”, “student
residences”, etc.). It is necessary to challenge a typological organization of space based on
homogeneous mono-categories that no longer reflect the complexity and articulation of the
contemporary world).
- the search for different situations and not so much for ideal solutions (we take up again the
case of cohousing - although interesting, it is often only the reflection of a very bourgeois
structure of living).

1. PILLARS
a) People Places Practices

The teaching staff combines different profiles, but a common discomfort
towards any form of design not sensitive to the uses of the space in the
everyday. The shared challenge of working on an approach to design that is
rooted in direct observation of the intertwining between people, places, and
practices. The centrality of an exploration of “what is already there” in terms
of space, in terms of how people use the space, in terms of how people express
and cope with their needs through spatial practices. The relevance of
understanding what works and what does not work in a place, before any
intentional project/form of intervention. Fieldwork, interaction with people,
direct observation have a core role in our approach to design.

b) The Poetic of Architecture
ARCHITECTURE IS THE ART OF BUILDING - ARCHITECTURE ALWAYS
ENCOMPASSES ITS FUNCTIONAL DIMENSION - ARCHITECTURE IS NOT
[MERE] CONSTRUCTION
We want to face the difficult challenge – and sometimes even apparently
impossible – not to reduce Architecture to the mere satisfaction of different



needs: Architecture must always satisfy all the requirements settled (of
whatever kind) but – at the same time - it is never possible to reduce its
phenomenon to “the physiology” of the building.
The objective stems from the need to become aware of a phenomenon that has
stressed architecture for several years now, becoming a corollary accessory to
the functional and performance issues that exclusively characterize the
discussion and implementation of architecture in our contemporary world,
subverting the very identity of the discipline.
Two recent works, culturally and geographically distant, deal with this
dangerous drift. The Power of Circumstance. Architecture and Creative
Independence (Copenhagen 2020), by Per Olaf Fjeld, Professor Emeritus of the
School of Architecture in Oslo and former President of the EAAE, the European
association that brings together schools of architecture; and This is
Architecture (Turin 2020) by Marco Biraghi, Professor of History of
Architecture at the School AUIC of the Politecnico di Milano.
The first, Per Olaf Fjeld, referring to the work of three masters of the Modern,
Louis Kahn, Giancarlo De Carlo and Sverre Fehn, writes: […] they share the same
professional engineering possibilities, materials and publications, but the qualities we appreciate
in their work today do not rest upon these elements […]; it is their ability to connect these
knowledge to their inner knowing that makes the difference. It is not the available design
elements, new materials, etc., of their specific period that primarily make these works so
appreciated. These examples tell us is that individual knowing is not static, but transforms […].





The second one, Marco Biraghi, taking up reflections of famous architects and
theorists of architecture - from Schinkel to Loos, from Boullé to Rossi, starting
from Vitruvius - reminds that, as Luigi Snozzi writes, architecture is born from
real needs but goes beyond them (and goes on, if you want to discover it, look at
the ruins). Biraghi recognizes in the current architectural production a lack
that he identifies, in the first place, in the Loosian rigor of recognizing
architecture as architecture, when it is fully itself, when it includes in itself
that Stimmung that is proper to it.





2. FOCUS
The need for new Affordable Housing Solutions

The profound socio-demographic transformations that have taken place in
Europe and Italy over the last few decades have led to major changes in
household composition and in what constitutes what is typically referred to as
the “family.”1 These transformations have resulted in increasing numbers of
single people, divorced couples with children, single parents and the elderly,
as well as the spread of the phenomenon of cohabitation not only among
students but also among young couples and adult workers. At the same time,
changes in the labour market,2 namely a significant rise in temporary
employment and delocalization, have frequently forced people to organise
their lives between more than one dwelling.3 In addition to these phenomena,
worsening employment and economic conditions due to the lasting recession
have reduced housing affordability, and set constraints on access to housing,
even for middle-income groups.4 The situation is compounded by a significant
increase in cases of rent and mortgage arrears and as consequence evictions.5

In a context characterised by economic transformation and changes in family
patterns, new lifestyles have also emerged (such as couples living apart
together - LAT - in long-distance relationships,6 made possible by low-cost air
travel and, to a certain extent, digital communication, factors which have
significantly shortened physical distances and changed our sense and
understanding of what constitutes proximity).
Altogether, these phenomena have challenged the meaning of “home” as
inherited from the Modern Movement, and the housing programs
implemented under the welfare states of many countries during the twentieth
century, imposing the need for a thorough revision of both the understanding
of the idea of family, the concept of residence (that is slowly taking over that of
home)7, as well as the idea of home-lessness.
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Research”, The Annals of The American Academy, 654 (2014): 259-276.
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Ethnologia Europaea, 37(1-2)(2007): 17-25.
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job reasons”, Journal of Housing and the Built Environment, 27, (2012): 11-30; Nicola Hilti,
Lebenswelten Multilokal Wohnender (Berlin, Springer, 2013).
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Times of Crisis”in Social Vulnerability in European Cities. The Role of Local Welfare in Time of
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7. Star strategies + architecture, “The Interior of the Metropolis. Domestic Urbanism”, MONU,
24 (2016): 106-113.

3. APPROACH
a) Ethnography for designers

Students will be guided to develop an ethnographical sensitivity to
architecture, meaning to actively listen to people and users, observe the social
practices in the space, understand how some social practices are favoured or
not by a certain design of a space. Knowledge comes from observation and
dialogue with people using a space, and ethnography offers a methodology to
listen to users, and give structure to their knowledge. References in this sense
will be more “traditional” ethnographic methodologies developed by
sociologists and anthropologists, more specific contributions on “ethnography
for designers”, as well as some very recent experiences of what is called
“architectural ethnography”. Particular attention will be given to the
exploration of the generative value of “ethnographical representation”, testing
the hypothesis that a key step in ethnography for designers occurs in the
transcription phase (graphical, photographic, textual).

b) New European Bauhaus
(https://europa.eu/new-european-bauhaus/index_en)

The New European Bauhaus wants to make the Green Deal a cultural, human
centred and positive, “tangible” experience. It shows the opportunities and
hopes and brings the Green Deal to the people by building a new future
together.

The New European Bauhaus wants form to follow planet: We want to create a
design movement integrating three dimensions: sustainability (including
circularity), quality of experience (including aesthetics) and inclusion
(including affordability). Showing that creativity is in finding affordable,
inclusive and attractive solutions for our climate challenges.

4. DESIGN PROGRAMME
Unconventional Housing for Unconventional Affordable Households

The objective of the studio is to stimulate students to go beyond the paradigm
of a nuclear family structure coinciding with the corresponding housing
design. Starting from the work of mapping different categories of case studies
(unconventional households survey; unconventional households practices;
unconventional households design), students are invited to define the
potential households of their projects and, consequently, to develop the
respective spaces (interior, exterior and the relationship between interior and
exterior, also considering the urban context).



Given the vast existing building stock that has been decommissioned or is
inadequate to meet new needs and those imposed by environmental
emergencies, the work must be developed starting from existing buildings
(whatever their current use), respecting the values and qualities that the
building expresses and/or that are recognized through the study of its spatial,
material and conformational characteristics.

Freed from the obsession for authenticity, and from the utopia of a ‘return to
the roots’, driven by a healthy will to research, read and understand existing
spaces as they are (with their imperfection, with their history of
transformations and transitions), Italian architects of the second generation of
Modern Movement managed to combine the attention for the context without
giving up that necessary productive attitude that should sustain every project.
To these architects and to the ones that successfully followed their path – in
Italy as abroad - we should look at when acting on the existing built heritage.
The work as text, the space as a place for the gesture, the project as ‘re-writing’
and 'search for hospitality' are then the fundamental elements of a new idea of
Architecture of Interiors, a praxis that expresses itself through a conscious
manipulation of the existing that is continuously transformed and whose
identity is kept while its authenticity is disintegrated (see: chapter 1.1/the
architecure of interiors as re-writing of space: centrality of gesture, in Report
lab3_05:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0By69YP7JrLWybkd4eW1XVXVWblk/view?usp=
sharing&resourcekey=0-68FLGjqCOq0HWbEXZ3DIAw).
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